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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Learning of factors of number in most of school in Indonesia has been too focused and 

emphasized on the aspect of calculation. As we know that a good calculation skill can 

make students easier to solve routine problems, but unfortunately the majority of our 

students who have a good calculation skills do not have a deep understanding of 

mathematics concepts which based on the calculation that handled by them. To answer 

these challenges, some experts in Mathematics Education in Indonesia adopted a learning 

approach which is used in many countries, Realistic Mathematics Education (RME). This 

approach was developed in the Netherlands by Hans Freudental in 1977 and in Indonesia 

known as Pendidikan Matematika Realistik Indonesia (PMRI). 

 

PMRI is an approach that emphasizes on the use of context in the process of learning to 

give a deep understanding of mathematical concepts to students. This approach has 

several characteristics (de Lange in Zulkardi, 2005:14): 

1. The use of context 

2. The use of models 

3. Students contribution 

4. Interactivity 

5. Intertwining 

These five characteristics are considered to convey mathematical concepts especially at 

primary school age children. 

 

 Context is the main role in the RME, which is decided well to make mathematics  easier 

to understand by students. Context also can use as a model that could be routinely used 



by students until they are able to work without the model. The selected context acts as a 

bridge between the problem and students contribution, so the right context will determine 

the achievement of learning objectives. Classes that implement a realistic mathematics is 

a class which full of interaction and dynamic so that the crowded situation is normal 

condition, furthermore Panhuizen Van den Heuvel (2002) explains why it was important, 

“By listening to what others find out and discussing these findings, the students can get 

ideas for improving their strategies. Moreover the interaction can evoke reflection, which 

is necessary to reach a higher level of understanding”. 

 

 We have designed a learning design that emphasized on the context in which a factors of 

number material which is taught in grade IV. This design was applied in Mrs. Astri’s 

class on November 7th, 2012 at 12:15, exactly in class IVA SDN 21 Palembang, Mrs. 

Astri has studied our design and agreed to apply this learning design the class. 

 

2. GENERAL FRAMEWORK  OF LEARNING DESIGN 

 

This design was developed based on the five characteristics of the PMRI. The framework 

of learning which we arranged are: 

 Context which is used in the learning of factor of number is a situational problem 

that is real for students. In this case, we used the story about "Egg Seller" as 

access for students into main of the problem. 

 The model which is used in the form of a visual sketch of the arrangement of the 

egg on the shelf. Because of language skills of the students in grade IV is already 

understand simple commands in the worksheet, we assume that they can 

understand the problems and be able to give answers. 

 Students contribution are expected to appear in the learning process is the students 

try to solve problems with their own way to get the answer, but while maintaining 

the validity of the logic of which they choose. 

 This class consists of 40 students was divided into 10 small groups, so that each 

student can interact with friends in the group, and students can give information to 



one another. Those are expected to provoke students to recover the basic concepts 

of the factors of number. 

 Factors of number is connected with learning material that students have learned, 

namely multiplication and division on natural numbers. 

The learning design that was created by a team of observers submitted to the teacher, 

then teacher gave comment on learning steps which written on Lesson Plan. Teacher  

corrected the use of the sentence in terms of the story which told in apperception and 

main activity. 

 

In addition, the teacher also asked the observers about the learning process that 

begins with the contextual problem and ends with concept. Teacher compared with 

the learning process during the time she applied, begins with the concept of material 

and ends with examples of questions. The teacher never use PMRI approach during 

the learning in the classroom. So the observers explain how the process of learning 

that use PMRI approach. Then the teacher agreed to apply the learning design 

together with team observer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. APPLICATION THE LEARNING DESIGN IN CLASS 

 

These are the following reports of learning activities in determining factors of number in 

class IV SDN 21 Palembang : 

 

 
Mrs. Astri Started the Learning Process with Greeting the Students 

 

After started the lesson, Mrs. Astri gave apperception by telling story, which required 

students to do division operation. These are the interaction between the teacher (T) and 

students (S) during the learning process, take a look at this conversation: 

T :  “Mr. Amir has 1125 eggs will be deposited into the 9 retailer. If Mr. Amir 

distributed evenly, how many eggs are owned by a retailer?, Who knows the 

answer? Just raise your hand! 

(Students silent for a while) 

S1:  “Is it division operation Mam?” 

G: “Yes, but what number which divided by another number?” 

(Students silent because they tried to find the answer, and then a boy raised his hand and 

answered the question)  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students Tried to Find The Answer 

 

 

S1: “129, Mam!” 

T: (Wrote the student’s answer at whiteboard) “Is there any other answer?” 

(Most of students said 125 as the answer) 

T: “How could you find that answer?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of The Students used This Way to Find The Answer 



 

S: “Use division operation, Mam....” 

(Then teacher continued the lesson with gave another question) 

T: “Mr. Ali is Mr. Amir’s partner in selling eggs, he decided to arrange the eggs Mr. 

Amir into 5 different boxes. What are the contents of each box Mr. Ali?” 

(Students silent for a while after couple of minutes, they said 25 as the answer together) 

 

The main activity of learning process was started after the worksheet distributed to each 

group, Ms. Astri led the students into the concept of using factors of number by using the 

context of the arrangement of a number of eggs into a good formation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students were Divided into Groups and They were Given The Worksheet 

 

T: “I have a story, just listen carefully okay! One day Mr. Ali has a problem when 

trying to arrange 21 eggs on the shelf. When arranged in two rows then there is 

one egg that came out of the line, when arranged in four rows there is one egg that 

comes out of the line. How many rows the arrangement so that no eggs were out 

of line?” 



(some students whispered the answer) 

S1: “3 rows, Mam!” 

T: “What is the reason?” 

S1 (She answered the question unconfidently) 

 “Because there are 7 eggs in every row, so this is a good arrangement.” 

T: “Yes, you are right! Is there any other answer?” 

S2: “7 Mam, because there are 3 eggs in every row.” 

T: “Yes, that’s good answer!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Answer from One Group 

 

After being given the context, the students were given the change to solve the problem in 

their worksheets with friends in group. Observers helped Mrs. Astri to keep the condition 

of the class under controlled. 

 

15 minutes before the lesson was over, Mrs. Astri decided to stop the students activity. She 

asked the answers from each group and checked whether there was a different answer from 



one to another groups. In general, students have been able to register numbers that might 

qualify as a number of row of eggs, although there were some who missed 1 or 2 number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Group Missed 1 Row Arrangement of Eggs 

 

After having collected all the correct answers on the board, Mrs. Astri asked questions 

about the numbers that are listed on the board in order to lead the students to the 

conclusion that the number of eggs in a qualified row is a factor of the total number of eggs 

which would be arrange. 

 

Then the learning process closed by giving homework to students, to find the factors of 36 

and 40 in the hope students do not rely on the model of the arrangement of eggs to solve it. 

 

 

 

 

 



4. CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusion which we can draw from classroom observation activities are: 

 Students tend to interest to answer math problems if they understand the context 

of the problem. 

 The use and selection of models are good, since most of students use the model to 

answer the problem. 

 Students are considered less accurate in answering math problems by passing the 

other possibilities in answer to questions. 

 Interaction between students in groups make them argue with the other member of 

about the reason for their answer. 

 Some students are not really able to work with the same problems without the use 

of the model, especially for students who have lack of understanding on the 

concept of multiplication and division. 


